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Antec TrueQuiet 120 -
120mm Premium Case Fan

- Sleeved

Special Price

$3.99 was

$9.99

Product Images

Short Description

Antec's TrueQuiet fans bring proven cooling and Quiet Computing� to your system. Constructed for versatility, TrueQuiet fans
include a convenient 2-speed switch that allows you to easily choose either silent or maximum RPM cooling. Because a functional
computer relies on more than just cooling, TrueQuiet is equipped with silicone grommets and a uniquely-designed fan blade to
reduce turbulence, vibration and noise for overall quiet operation. TrueQuiet comes in two models, 120 mm and 140 mm fan, and
is backed by a 2-year limited warranty on parts and labor. Upgrade your fans and add optimal cooling and functionality to your PC
with TrueQuiet.
Certification:

Fan Cable is fully sleeved in nylon Techflex sleeving and Premium heatshrink. Colors of your choice.
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Description

Antec's TrueQuiet fans bring proven cooling and Quiet Computing� to your system. Constructed for versatility, TrueQuiet fans
include a convenient 2-speed switch that allows you to easily choose either silent or maximum RPM cooling. Because a functional
computer relies on more than just cooling, TrueQuiet is equipped with silicone grommets and a uniquely-designed fan blade to
reduce turbulence, vibration and noise for overall quiet operation. TrueQuiet comes in two models, 120 mm and 140 mm fan, and
is backed by a 2-year limited warranty on parts and labor. Upgrade your fans and add optimal cooling and functionality to your PC
with TrueQuiet.
Certification:

Fan Cable is fully sleeved in nylon Techflex sleeving and Premium heatshrink. Colors of your choice.
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Additional Information

Brand Antec

SKU TRUEQUIET120

Weight 0.7000

Color Black

Fan Dimensions 120mm

Fan Width 25mm

Fan Voltage 12 VDC

Fan RPM 1000

Fan CFM 36

Fan Noise (dB) 20

Special Price $3.99


